Putin's emotional state is alarming, 

and not for the reasons we thought
Nirit Pisano, Ph.D.

Leading up to Russia’s launch of a military operation against Ukraine, Russian President
Vladimir Putin addressed the nation twice within days, first on February 21, then on February
24, 2022. Knowing today of the events that followed, and given Putin’s remarks in a
videoconference meeting with cabinet members on March 10, 2022, an emotional
evaluation of his speech trajectory will be offered. I explore Putin’s emotional progression
from one communication to the next: 1) days prior to Russia’s invasion; 2) moments before
launching the assault; and 3) two weeks following the start of Russia’s military attack. As
many attempt to predict what Putin will or won’t do next, a look at his communications
reveals much about his emotional evolution and how this translates into his next actions.

Putin’s growing activation

In running the entirety of Putin’s February 21 and February 24 speeches through Cognovi
Labs’ technology, we access the emotionality of the President while imparting his
messages. Clear similarities emerge between the two speeches, with high Contempt,
Surprise, Anger, Fear, and Sadness saturating both communications. As I described in a
previous analysis, Amusement and Trust were altogether missing from Putin’s expressions
prior to the invasion, reflecting a mistrustful, contemptuous position that failed to enlist the
support of foreign political allies.
A noteworthy shift between these two speeches reflects Putin’s growing “intent” to act, 

a measure of the activation and motivation behind his words. Moments prior to his invasion 

of Ukraine on February 24, Putin’s intent rose to 46% from 36% just days prior. He became
increasingly stimulated and determined by the conclusion of this three-day window.

A pivotal spike in Hope

A significant emotional transition in Putin’s two speeches points to a singular emotion: that
of Hope. While Putin’s first address conveyed a low level of Hope at 10%, this number

increased to 50% in Putin’s second broadcast. With heightened hopefulness, anticipation,
and optimism surrounding his cause and his projected outcome, Putin became emotionally
armed and ready to invade his neighbor. In sum, while his contemptuous, mistrustful
position propelled the evolution of this state, it was ultimately an increased sense of Hope
that empowered his aggressive act.

What we know two weeks later

Putin held a videoconference meeting with government officials on March 10, 2022, two
weeks following his invasion of Ukraine. The gathering included his Prime Minister, Chief

of Staff, and First Deputy Prime Minister, among others. Zooming in on Putin’s articulations
throughout this conversation, I constructed an emotional profile of his communications 

in aggregate.
Instantly noteworthy is the continued sharp rise of Putin’s intent to act, swelling to a high of
64% throughout this exchange. His level of activation and motivation exceeds that of many
presidential speeches, including his own immediately preceding his invasion of Ukraine. On
the emotional front, Putin expressed a full range of emotion toward his cabinet members,
including Trust, Hope, and Amusement, with the singular emotion of Fear missing from his
statements. Two weeks into his military assault, Putin’s emotional state conveys more
preparedness and less fearfulness than that of his recent past.
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While we cannot anticipate what lies ahead,
we know from an emotional point of view
that Putin’s next actions should not be
minimized, denied, or overlooked. Alongside
an upward trajectory in Putin’s intent to act,
his recent emotional communications reveal
a dynamic and robust emotional state. This
is a dangerous emotional evolution – one of
extremism in conjunction with resilience –
and one we will continue to monitor.
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